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Abstract. In the context of 5-axis flank milling, the machining of non-developable ruled surfaces may lead to complex tool paths to minimize undercut and overcut. The curvature characteristics of these tool paths generate slowdowns affecting the machining time and the quality of the machined surface. The tool path has to be as smooth as possible while respecting the maximum allowed tolerance.

In this paper, an iterative approach is proposed to smooth an initial tool path. An indicator of the maximum feedrate is computed using the kinematical constraints of the considered machine tool, especially the maximum velocity, acceleration and jerk. Then, joint coordinates of the tool path are locally smoothed in order to raise the effective feedrate in the area of interest. Machining simulation based on a N-buffer algorithm is used to control undercut and overcut. This method has been tested in flank milling of an impeller and can be applied in 3 to 5-axis machining.

Introduction

Within the context of High-Speed Machining, the tool path and machine motions have to be smooth to achieve the required surface quality. Mathematically, the smoothness is usually defined by a continuous second derivative. But it is important to make a clear distinction between a smooth tool path and a smooth motion. A smooth tool path considers only the geometry which means a second derivative with respect to a geometrical parameter (the displacement for example) whereas a smooth motion deals with the temporal movement (i.e. the second derivative with respect to the time). Indeed, you can have a jerky motion even along a straight line or a really quiet travel along a curvy path.

In the literature, several articles deal with the smoothness of the motion. First works were carried out by robotics researchers [1-2]. Nowadays, it is important to limit the jerk in the trajectory planning to produce a soft motion [3-7]. The aim of these articles is to find a velocity profile which respects all the kinematical constraints of the drives and of the machine tool structure for a given tool path. Industrial CNC also offers the possibility to have a jerk limited motion along the tool path [8].

On the other hand, few works had been carried out about geometrical smoothing. A corner optimization is proposed in [9-10] but it is applied only in 3-axis machining. In 5-axis, different methods were proposed to smooth the rotary drives of a 5-axis milling machine [11-13]. The fundamental idea is that the slowdowns on the feedrate come from the rotary drives, which appears to be too restrictive. The method proposed in [14] increases the smoothness by minimizing the energy of deformation of the tool path in the context of 5-axis flank milling. This allows a global optimization of the tool path but as it is realized in the part coordinate system, machine tool constraints are not taken into account. Industrial CNC also provide solutions to smooth
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: kinematical constraints are presented in section 2. These constraints give the axes and positions which have to be smoothed. Using this information the local geometrical smoothing is explained in section 3. A machining test is carried out in section 4. Results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm by measuring the machining time. Finally the conclusions are summarized in section 5.
Kinematical Constraints

The aim of this section is to predict the slow downs of the feedrate. A complete prediction of the velocity along the path would have been time consuming so an approximation of the maximum velocity profile is computed. This approximate maximum limit is given by the velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints of the 5 drives.

First, the mathematical formalism is introduced and then the constraints are exposed.

Mathematical Formalism  Using the formula for the derivative of the composition of two functions, Eq. 1, it is possible to express the velocity of the drives \( \mathbf{\dot{q}} \) as a function of the geometry \( \mathbf{q}_s \) multiplied by a function of the motion \( \mathbf{s} \). Therefore, the motion is decoupled of the geometry which allows the further geometrical optimization. One can note that this formula is valid for linear and rotary axes; it is thus possible to compare the 5 drives of the machine tool at the same time which is an important advantage. The acceleration \( \mathbf{\ddot{q}} \) and jerk \( \mathbf{\dddot{q}} \) of the drives are obtained identically in Eq. 2 and 3.

\[
\mathbf{\dot{q}}(s) = \frac{dq(s)}{dt} = \frac{dq(s)}{ds} \frac{ds}{dt} = \mathbf{q}_s(s) \dot{s} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\mathbf{\ddot{q}}(s) = \mathbf{q}_{ss}(s) \dot{s}^2 + \mathbf{q}_s(s) \ddot{s} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\mathbf{\dddot{q}}(s) = \mathbf{q}_{sss}(s) \dot{s}^3 + 3\mathbf{q}_{ss}(s) \dot{s} \ddot{s} + \mathbf{q}_s(s) \dddot{s} \tag{3}
\]

\( \mathbf{q}_s, \mathbf{q}_{ss}, \mathbf{q}_{sss} \) are the geometrical derivatives with respect to displacement \( s \) along the tool path. They should be known as soon as the path is defined. However, the CNC has some options to round the sharp corners so the executed geometry is modified as well as the amplitude of these parameters. To overcome this problem two solutions are available: whether to have a model of the way the CNC is rounding the corners or to send a native B-Spline tool path to the machine. With the second solution, the tool path has no sharp corner so the geometry is not modified by the CNC.

Thanks to the Eq. 1-3 it is now possible to express the constraints of the drives.
Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk Constraints  Because of the physical realization of the drives (motors, driving system, machine tool structure ...) the velocity, acceleration and jerk of each individual drive have to be limited. The jerk limitation is important to reduce the vibration due to the dominating vibratory mode of the axes.

Eq. 4 presents the velocity constraints.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v^x_{\text{max}} \\
v^y_{\text{max}} \\
v^z_{\text{max}} \\
v^a_{\text{max}} \\
v^c_{\text{max}}
\end{bmatrix} \leq \begin{bmatrix}
X_s(s) \\
Y_s(s) \\
Z_s(s) \\
A_s(s) \\
C_s(s)
\end{bmatrix} \leq \begin{bmatrix}
v^x_{\text{max}} \\
v^y_{\text{max}} \\
v^z_{\text{max}} \\
v^a_{\text{max}} \\
v^c_{\text{max}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(4)

All the constraints are set to be symmetric as it is commonly used in the machine tool characteristics. Then we obtain the following set of inequations respectively for the velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints. The notation $\| \|$ stands for the absolute value of each term.

\[
|\dot{\mathbf{q}}| \leq V_{\text{axis max}} ; \quad |\ddot{\mathbf{q}}| \leq A_{\text{axis max}} ; \quad |\mathbf{q}^{(3)}| \leq J_{\text{axis max}}
\]

(5)

The aim is now to find the maximum value of the feedrate $\dot{s}$ allowed by these constraints. To obtain an exact solution, the Eq. 5 should be solved recursively because of the link between $\dot{s}$, $\ddot{s}$ and $\mathbf{q}^{(3)}$. However a good approximation can be given in a closed form as it is explained below.

Approximation of the Maximal Feedrate  The first inequation is easy to use as it gives immediately the highest feedrate allowed by the velocity of the axes.

\[
\dot{s} \leq \min \left( \frac{V_{\text{axis max}}^i}{|\mathbf{q}^i|} \right) \quad \text{with } i = 1..5
\]

(6)

But in the other inequations, there is the link $\ddot{s} = \frac{d}{dt}(\dot{s})$. As we are only looking for an approximate upper limit of the feedrate, it is possible to use the limit when $\ddot{s} = 0$. This will be exact at sharp corners as the feedrate is decreasing and then increasing. Furthermore these are the most interesting areas for us. Thus a limit given by the accelerations of the axes is obtained in a close form:

\[
\dot{s} \leq \min \left( \sqrt{\frac{A_{\text{axis max}}^i}{|\mathbf{q}^{ss}_i|}} \right) \quad \text{with } i = 1..5
\]

(7)

For the jerk, we face the same kind of problem. Taking $\dddot{s} = 0$ and $\mathbf{q}^{(4)} = 0$, a limit of the feedrate given by the jerks is obtained.

\[
\dot{s} \leq \min \left( \sqrt[3]{\frac{J_{\text{axis max}}^i}{|\mathbf{q}^{sss}_i|}} \right) \quad \text{with } i = 1..5
\]

(8)

Practically, these limits give really good indications about the real feedrate reached by the machine tool as it will be shown in the example below.

Of course, the feedrate is limited by the programmed feedrate $F_d$. Discretizing the tool path, it is possible to obtain an approximate limit of the real feedrate for each position along the path with the Eq. 9. It is important to point out that this evaluation is really fast as there is no iteration.

\[
\dot{s} \leq \min \left( F_d, \frac{V_{\text{axis max}}^i}{|\mathbf{q}^i|}, \sqrt{\frac{A_{\text{axis max}}^i}{|\mathbf{q}^{ss}_i|}}, \sqrt[3]{\frac{J_{\text{axis max}}^i}{|\mathbf{q}^{sss}_i|}} \right)
\]

(9)

Finally, taking into account all the constraints of the drives, we are able to predict the areas where the real feedrate will decrease. Moreover, we know the cause of the slowdowns so we are able to smooth the corresponding axes in these areas.
Local Geometrical Smoothing

Thanks to Eq. 9 of the previous section, the slowdowns of the feedrate are highlighted. So we know where each axis has to be smoothed in order to raise the real feedrate. Applying several times a local smoothing allows increasing the upper velocity limit by reducing the values of $q_s$, $q_{ss}$, $q_{sss}$.

Selection of the Smoothing Parameters Three parameters have to be defined to apply the smoothing algorithm: the tolerance on the axis movement, the axis which has to be smoothed and the zone where it has to be smoothed. The tolerance on the axis movement is chosen with a heuristic guess (equal to the part tolerance for the linear as well as for the rotary drives) and a N-buffer technique is used to ensure that the tolerance on the part is respected. This is mandatory to smooth 5-axis flank milling tool paths.

So the first parameter is handled thanks to a second loop Fig. 1. Then section 2 gives the axis and the position where the axis has to be smoothed. The main difficulty comes from the selection of the width of the zone which is an adjustable parameter. It depends mainly on the shape of the axis movement. With a really small zone, there is not enough freedom whereas with a large zone, you can be stuck because the part tolerance is exceeded in a small area.

Local Geometrical Constraints As the axis is locally smoothed, the connection between the initial axis movement and the smoothed zone should be at least C2 in order to avoid the slowdowns due to the junction discontinuities. So the geometrical derivatives at the extremity of the smoothed zone have to be specified. The objective of the function used [22] is to obtain the smoothest curve, that is to say to minimize the second derivative with respect to the displacement. Finally the smoothing polynomial curve should respect a given geometrical tolerance. One should notice that models based on circle arcs are irrelevant here because they would create a discontinuity at the junctions.

Detailed Algorithm To explain precisely how this method is working, it is applied on a simple 2D path even if the algorithm is not designed to be applied in such an easy case. The tolerance used is really large for the purpose of this explanation Fig. 2. For each sharp corner,
the second geometrical derivative is infinite $q_{ss} \rightarrow \infty$ so according to Eq. 2 the feedrate has to be zero to respect the inequations 5. That means that each axis instruction has to be modified as it is shown in the bottom of Fig. 2. We see that the derivatives at the junctions are specified as well as the axis tolerance. Thanks to an optimization, it is possible to find the piecewise polynomial curve which minimizes its second derivative while respecting the constraints.

The following simplified algorithm explains the proposed method to smooth a given tool path.

\begin{verbatim}
While improvement is possible
    Find the lowest point of the upper limit
    Chose the smoothing parameters
    Smooth the corresponding axis
    Compute geometrical deviations (N-buffer)
    While part out of tolerance
        Reduce the axis tolerance
    end
    Evaluate the new upper limit
end
\end{verbatim}

The smoothing algorithm can be applied several times in the same area. But as one can see, the part tolerance is controlled all along the optimization process. That means that when the part tolerance is completely used in an area, this area is set as fully optimized and cannot be modified anymore.

After few iterations of this algorithm, a really smoothed tool path can be obtained as one can see on the top of Fig. 2. We can notice that it is working identically on the sine wave and that the minimum curvature's areas are smoothed.

**Application**

The proposed smoothing algorithm is applied on a complex industrial impeller [14] presented in Fig. 3. The experiments are carried out on a 5-axis MIKRON UCP 710 machining center; the kinematical characteristics are given in Table 1. The programmed feedrate and tangential acceleration are set to $F_d = 5000m/min$ and $A_{tan} = 10m/s^2$, respectively. The machine is controlled thanks to a SIEMENS 840D CNC which allows the measurement of the position and velocity of each axis during the movement.
The blades are machined in flank milling and as they are non-developable ruled surfaces overcuts and undercuts are unavoidable. The initial tool path is obtained minimizing the geometrical deviations as explained in [14].

As we are in a flank milling operation, the orientation of the tool has to be controlled accurately. A N-buffer technique is introduced in the optimization loop to control the geometrical errors on the part Fig. 1.

Indeed during the local smoothing it is impossible to have a relation between the tolerance on each axis and the resulting effect on the part. To overcome this problem, the direct kinematical transformation is realized and the geometry is checked for each iteration.

Table 2 presents the results. The initial tool path has a maximum deviation of 0.4 mm and the aim was to smooth the tool path as much as possible with an allowed tolerance of 0.5 mm and 0.9 mm. For each tool path, two tests have been carried out with G1 and native B-Spline description of the path. First of all, one can see that the tolerance specified is respected. Then the machining time is drastically reduced whatever the format of the tool path. We see that for the tolerance of 0.9 mm, the geometrical deviation is increased a lot whereas the reduction of the machining time is small. Of course, using a native B-Spline the machining time is reduced because the tool path is smoother than with G1 discontinuities. The estimated machining time is computed assuming that the feedrate is always equal to the limit calculated in section 2. Doing this we under estimate the real machining time but that gives a good evaluation of its magnitude. The estimated machining time on the G1 tool path is obtained using the exact geometry measured on the machine tool as the model to go through G1 5-axis discontinuities is not valid yet.
Fig. 4: Approximate upper limit of the feedrate Left: Initial B-Spline tool path, Right: Optimized B-Spline tool path tol=0.5 mm.

Fig. 4 shows the limits given by Eq. 9 presented in section 2. The graphics correspond respectively to the initial (left) and optimized with a tolerance of 0.5 mm (right) tool paths. The results shown here are obtained using the native B-Spline format in order to avoid the discontinuity problems. For these examples, the feedrate is limited by the jerk most of the time. We can notice that the correlation between the approximate upper limit and the measured feedrate is striking. Moreover, the X and Y axes limits are not far from the A axis limit so it shows that the linear axes have to be taken into account too to smooth 5-axis tool paths.

We see that the optimization smoothed the tool path and that the computed feedrate limits are increased. One can notice that the programmed feedrate is never reached. On the right plot, the feedrate between 0 and 100 mm could have been higher. The difference between the predicted upper limit and the measured feedrate comes an unpredictable behaviour of the algorithm of the industrial CNC.

Fig. 5 presents the result obtained on the C axis. We clearly see that the oscillations are filtered; so the geometrical derivatives $C_s, C_{ss}, C_{sss}$ are decreased and the tool path is smoother.

Fig. 5: C-axis initial and optimized (tol=0.5 mm) instructions.
Conclusion

In this paper, a new approach is proposed to address the problem of tool path smoothing. We first made a distinction between a smooth tool path and a smooth motion along this tool path. The kinematical behavior of the machine tool is taken into account to smooth the trajectory thanks to a simple evaluation of the upper limit of the velocity profile along the tool path. This evaluation is based on the maximum velocity, acceleration and jerk of each drive.

Once the critical areas are located, a local smoothing of the joint geometrical evolution is carried out to improve the smoothness at these critical points. The illustrated experimental results show a significant reduction of the machining time. Moreover, the possibility to handle a geometrical tolerance was demonstrated on the 5-axis flank milling of an impeller blade.
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